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Fig 1. Facial abnormalities and restricted mouth
opening.

Fig 2. Endoscopic view of the intraoral synechiae.

Fig 3. Division of the synechiae.

cause not all family members were available for
direct questioning.
Hetch and Jarvinen2 first described a patient in
who laterally based oral webs extended from the
maxillary tuberosity to the mandible. Wynne and
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Fig 4. Postoperative mouth opening.

colleagues,3 in 1982, described a patient with a
sail-like membrane that extended from the premaxilla to the floor of the mouth, which was
divided surgically soon after birth.
Congenital intraoral bands may consist of epithelium supported by varying amounts of connective tissue. If they just include soft tissues
they are called synechiae; if bone is present the
condition is defined as syngnathia.4 Proposed
embryological explanations for synechia formation are either failure of division (persistent oropharyngeal membrane) or abnormal epithelial
behavior.5
These bands have been corrected without anesthetic in the nursery using surgical instruments6
or silk ligatures,5 under local anesthesia with a
nasopharyngeal airway by division with scissors,7 divided surgically under mask ventilation
and oxygenation on the second day of life after
failed attempts at nasotracheal intubation,8 and
again with oxygen by mask under direct vision
with insulated needle tip cautery.9 In another
patient a tracheostomy was performed at 1 week
of age, followed by division of the bands with a
scalpel.10
The first problem with this condition is placing
an endotracheal tube. We recommend a setting
with optimal anesthesia equipment, including a
fiberoptic endoscope. When general anesthesia is
achieved, division of the intraoral bands can be
performed easily.
We report the first patient in whom posterior
oral fibrous bands, neither visible nor approachable via an open view, were diagnosed and then
divided surgically under endoscopic direct vision. We recommend this simple, safe, and direct
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approach to detect and correct intraoral anomalies that are limiting suction or oral feeding.
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